A Dee Ganley Seminar
Changing People Changing Dogs
A Behavior Modification & Training Program for Reactive Dogs
Saturday, July 14, 2007
7:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.

Presented by Dee Ganley CPDT, CDBC, CABC
Hosted by the Vermont Scenic Cluster of Dog Shows
At the Champlain Valley Expo Centre
Essex Junction, VT

Dee Ganley is a skilled dog trainer, handler and instructor having 30+ years experience in the field of dog training. As a Canine Behavioral Consultant, Dee specializes in difficult dogs and is very successful in New England and the Northeast, giving workshops and lectures worldwide, and as a private consultant offering dog training services for rude and/or reactive dog behavior. She has competed in obedience and is currently active in herding, agility, freestyle, and rally with her own dogs. Dee works with SAR Refind, teaches relationship skills and coaches police dog handlers for competition events.

In “Changing People Changing Dogs,” Dee provides strategies, techniques, exercises and scent games to address canine fear and aggression issues, based on the science of learning theory combined with Dee’s insight as a trainer. The book has 50 plus positive solutions/ exercises and is easy to read and follow. The skills discussed in this seminar and contained in the training manual demonstrate how to positively recondition the reactive dog’s emotional reaction to people, other dogs, and his environment.

- Seminar will be held indoors at the Champlain Valley Expo Centre
- Registration fee is $50.00 by July 1, 2007 ($60.00 after July 1, 2007)
- Fee includes Dee’s book CHANGING PEOPLE CHANGING DOGS
- To register or for more information contact:
  Tina Mohr at (802) 467-8548    E-mail: tmohr@kingcon.com